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Abstract

As Next Generation Networks evolve in size and in the number of users, one of the most challenging considerations network and system designers encounter is how to allocate the available network and computing resources in an efficient and fair manner. Next Generation Networks provide services that have emerged via Service Oriented Network (SON) architectures, the evolution of Internet towards the collaborative “Web 3.0” paradigm and online social networks, as well as services offered through Triple Play architectures. Examples include e-commerce web services, instant messaging services with user presence information, virtual collaboration environments in science and education, and applications like voice over IP, IPTV and High Speed Internet services.

Under the Communications Society Distinguished Lecturer program, we provide an overview of our efforts at North Carolina State University’s Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, in collaboration with IBM, Cisco and Nortel Corporations, to develop frameworks and algorithms for modeling of emerging next generation network-based services, predictive and dynamic resource allocation, traffic modeling and aggregation architecture optimization.

In this virtual seminar we continue to discuss optimization frameworks that ensure efficient performance and price-based utility maximization in such networks. We focus in particular on a system that optimally allocates the computing resources of a cloud that hosts virtual collaboration environments. Our mathematical model considers the degree of social interaction...
among the virtual world participants as a pricing input. We also discuss our work on traffic measurement and on optimizing high-speed aggregation network designs, taking into account emerging network traffic patterns that include social networks and peer-to-peer traffic.
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